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A natural ventilation strategy
designed, developed and supplied by
Passivent Ltd, has played a key role in
helping Tesco achieve a zero carbon
footprint at its Ramsey eco-store.

Tesco Natural Ventilation Project, Ramsey, Cambridgeshire
The UK’s leading supplier of natural
ventilation solutions for the
commercial environment, Passivent
won the contract in part through its
ability to help maximize the overall
energy efficiency of the building, not
only through the effectiveness of the
ventilation but via its innovative
control interface and software which
can create bespoke monitoring and
analysis for the client.
The landmark project at Ramsey
features four Passivent Airscoop
ventilation stacks on the single storey
building’s roof, which draw fresh air
into the 25,000 sq ft sales floor of the
building and extract the warmer,
‘used’ internal air.

Since completing the Tesco Ramsey
store, Passivent have installed its
systems at many more Tesco stores
across the UK.

Tesco Natural Ventilation Project, Ramsey, Cambridgeshire

Flow rates and direction are controlled
through a bespoke Passivent iC6000 control
panel, which includes remote web browsing
and allows communication with the store’s
building management system using a
BACnet enabled controller.
The Airscoops form the primary ventilation,
but as external and internal temperatures
vary outside preset levels, the control panel
‘toggles’ between the natural ventilation
and mechanical air handling.
This maintains the required ambient
temperature and air quality throughout
the store.
Airscoop Roof Terminals

Complex balancing of humidity and
temperature
The nature of a supermarket’s internal air is
complex, balancing the cold air and
humidity levels of fridges and freezers whilst
maintaining a pleasant temperature for
shoppers. Tesco has used natural ventilation
for a while, but Passivent were able to bring
added value, with the ability to deliver what
was promised, and provide the means of not
only controlling the ventilation and internal
atmosphere but to monitor and analyse its
performance.
Tesco Ramsey project manager Philip Jones
commented, “The store has provisionally
achieved an ‘excellent’ BREEAM rating, and
we are reviewing the potential to achieve a
level of ‘outstanding’!”

Data monitoring screen

Comprehensive strategy
● Free appraisal and quotation
● Design consultation at client’s office
● Research and development
● UK product design, manufacture and supply

Natural Strategy

Mechanical Strategy

The Passivent Airscoops, installed by one of
Passivent’s ‘Mastercare’ installers, on behalf
of main contractor RG Carter Projects, are
part of the overall sustainable strategy
employed at the store, which also
encompasses rooflights, wind turbines,
rainwater harvesting and a biofuel heating
and power unit.

● Bespoke solutions

Each Airscoop comprises a roof mounted
terminal divided diagonally into four
chambers. Wind from any direction is
channelled down through the windward
chambers into the building, which displaces
the warm, ‘used’ air out through the leeward
chambers by harnessing naturally occurring
convection whereby warm air rises. The only
electrical consumption is that required to
modulate the louvres to adjust the flow rate.

● Ventilation and controller specification

● Comprehensive environmental solutions
● Thermal modelling service
● Project management
● Controls, supply, supervisory visit and
commissioning
● Mastercare installations
● After sales assistance
● Technical helpline 01732 850770
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